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Report Summary
Introduction

At the request of the Legislative Audit Committee, we examined
activities of the Montana Heritage Preservation and Development
Commission (the Commission) in relation to its management of
Virginia and Nevada Cities. Initial questions focused on whether the
historical properties were being managed to become self-sufficient
and operated in a manner consistent with the original legislation.

Background

On April 23, 1997, the Montana legislature authorized the purchase
of the Bovey properties in Virginia City and Nevada City for $6.5
million ($5 million for the artifacts and $1.5 million for the buildings
and land). The purchase was finalized in May 1997, resulting in
state ownership of about half the historic structures in Virginia City
and all of Nevada City. The Montana Heritage Preservation and
Development Commission was established primarily to manage the
sites. The Commission was attached to the Montana Historical
Society for administrative purposes and consists of 14 members.

Site Revenues and
Expenses

Due to the remote location and long winters of Virginia City and
Nevada City, the tourist season for the sites is primarily limited to a
three-month window (June through August) with some activity
during the Christmas season. Earned revenues have been increasing
over the past six years. Annual revenues are now approximately
$300,000.
Overall operation expenses have fluctuated in the past six years,
depending on availability of funding and operational changes. Total
expenditures were approximately $760,000 in FY 1999, $840,000 in
FY 2000 and $1.2 million for both 2001 and 2002. The majority of
site expenses are staff salaries and benefits (approximately
$650,000). Although site revenues have increased, operational
expenditures cannot be fully supported without the bed tax.
The Commission currently must rely upon the bed tax support
($400,000/year) to help fund operations. Although this funding
support is currently mandated to end in fiscal year 2007, it is clear
site operations would have to be significantly scaled back without
this support. Staffing levels, marketing efforts, and visitor services
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could not be maintained at their current levels. Currently the statutes
indicate General Fund money will not be provided for the operation
and maintenance of the sites. But there are no specific restrictions on
continued support from other sources including the bed tax. After
six years of operation, the legislature now has more information
available to make informed decisions. We believe the legislature
should re-evaluate their intent in this area.

Have Business Controls
Encouraged Profitability?

Section 22-3-1003(1)(f), MCA, states “management activities must
be undertaken to encourage the profitable operation of properties.”
To examine this area, we reviewed the types of business-like controls
developed by the Commission to direct profitable activities.
In an effort to achieve site profitability, the Commission has
requested various studies and plans. These studies addressed a wide
range of topics including marketing, building prioritization,
stewardship, etc. But the major emphasis of these studies focused on
site management and increasing economic self-sufficiency. We used
these studies as criteria or benchmarks for highlighting priority
areas/controls for Virginia City and Nevada City operations.
Overall, we found many of the study recommendations have not
been implemented with regard to the priority areas or suggested
business controls. This is illustrated in several ways:
4 A full-time on-site manager position has not been created to
ensure consistency and accountability in day-to-day operations
as recommended in the Commission’s Preservation and
Interpretation Strategy.
4 Only 4,000 artifacts (with 500,000-1,000,000 estimated) have
been formally entered on the Commission’s database in six
years. Inventory issues relating to resource support, staff
priorities, and site maintenance cannot be resolved. Projections
from Commission staff range from 3 to 217 years to complete
the inventory.
4 Development of staff controls has been limited. No performance
appraisals and limited review of staff productivity illustrate a
general lack of management emphasis. Personnel management
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is addressed in all the management plans developed for the
Commission.
Conclusion: Business
Controls Need To Be
Implemented

As one commissioner suggested “the project has matured and it is
time for the management system to mature with it.” In general,
interviews with stakeholders and review of Commission minutes
suggested limitations with current site management. A 14-member
commission that meets four times a year has difficulty providing the
hands-on attention sites as dynamic and complex as these require.
Several steps are needed to assure compliance with legislative intent
as well as to improve/strengthen Virginia City and Nevada City
business controls. These steps include:
4
4
4
4

What are the Site
Management Options?

Developing a system of staffing controls.
Allocating staff to address priority workload areas.
Consolidating property ownership and management.
Establishing a timeline and method for completing the artifact
inventory.

During the course of this audit, several options were raised by
stakeholders regarding changes needed in site management.
Commission members and other involved stakeholders outlined four
options for providing a future approach to site management. Some
commissioners believe the Historical Society should be removed
from the current management structure and the Commission could
assume all responsibilities. Another suggestion was made to dissolve
the Commission. Subsequently, the Historical Society could assume
all management responsibilities related to Virginia City and Nevada
City. A third suggestion was to move site management to the
Department of Commerce to provide a tie with economic
development and tourism. A fourth option suggested was
management by the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (FWP)
through the Parks Division. We specifically examined each of these
options. Based on this review, we believe the Parks Division has
more controls in place and experience to support this type of
operation than the other options.
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Site Management Could
Be Strengthened by
Transferring Control to
the Parks Division

Within Montana, the Parks Division has experience in managing
diverse historic and cultural sites such as Bannack and Chief Plenty
Coups State Parks. Although these sites are not as complex and
diverse as Virginia City and Nevada City, the division has developed
a methodology for site management to assure a level of
accountability and consistency statewide. In addition, the Parks
Division has resources available for managing sites not available in a
small agency such as the Historical Society and experience in
concessionaire management. Supportive services such as legal,
information systems, construction/design, and land agents are all
available for state parks use. The suggested controls needed for
Virginia City and Nevada City are currently utilized at state park
operations. We believe there are specific areas at Virginia City and
Nevada City where the Parks Division could provide strong
oversight and management.

Conclusion: Management
Structure Could Be
Strengthened

We believe a transfer of Virginia City and Nevada City management
to the Parks Division warrants legislative consideration for several
reasons including:
4 No other government operation appears to have a site
management system that is as comprehensive and compatible.
4 Stakeholders are frustrated with the current lack of
structure/business approach.
4 Similar operations across the nation are operated as state parks.
4 Operations will likely become more effective in addressing
planned development and preservation goals.
A transfer in management responsibilities would clarify the current
dual management roles and streamline state governance of these
historical sites. Management staff within the Department of Fish,
Wildlife, and Parks and the Society has indicated a willingness to
support this transfer and change in management structure.
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We believe the future role of the Commission should change to adopt
a structure similar to an advisory council or a private foundation.
The commission would not be responsible for day-to-day oversight
or staff supervision responsibilities but would focus on general site
development and financial support.
Conclusion: Commission
Role Should be Changed

Overall, we believe the duties of the Commission should be changed
to remove site management responsibility and focus on policy. The
members should act as consultants to the Parks Division in managing
these sites. Statutes can be amended to clarify their role as an
advisory resource attached to the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and
Parks. Other more specific site management responsibilities
currently outlined in the law would no longer be needed.
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Introduction

At the request of the Legislative Audit Committee, we examined
activities of the Montana Heritage Preservation and Development
Commission (the Commission) in relation to its management of
Virginia and Nevada Cities. The management of the sites, which
include a wide variety of buildings, artifacts, and properties within
the town of Virginia City and the entire town of Nevada City, was
the primary reason for creating the Commission. The legislature
gave the Commission responsib ility for overseeing operations of
Virginia and Nevada Cities. Initial audit questions focused on
whether the historical properties were being managed to become
self-sufficient and operated in a manner consistent with the original
legislative intent.

Audit Scope and
Objectives

Statutes require management of these sites be undertaken to
encourage profitable operations. Based on this legislative direction,
audit objectives focused on examining whether the sites are being
managed to become economically self-sufficient and if business
controls are in place to provide strong management oversight. We
examined Commission management activities for the past six years.

Audit Methodologies

To address our objectives, we gathered information related to the
original purchase in 1997. We interviewed key stakeholders
involved in the 1997 legislative process. Interviews were conducted
with staff at the National Historic Trust, park managers in other
states, legislators, local business owners, Commission
staff/members, and agency directors. We reviewed expenditures and
revenues for the sites since the original purchase. Projected budgets
were also obtained from Commission staff. Commission and
Montana Historical Society minutes were examined to determine and
evaluate steps taken to address and manage economic selfsufficiency. Resources committed to administer similar sites both instate and out-of-state were identified.
We obtained information on the status of the artifact inventory and
building stabilization projects. This included a review of progress
reports and proposals for upcoming building preservation.
Interviews were conducted with staff at other museums, and in other
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states. Site observations were conducted. Input was obtained from
Montana Tort Claims Division, Building Codes, and Fire Marshall
officials. We also reviewed the Commission’s Governance Plan, Six
Year Business Plan, Strategic Plan, and Preservation and
Interpretation Strategy.
A general assessment of business management controls was
completed. Interviews were held with site concessionaires, private
business owners, and city officials. Cash handling procedures,
accounting systems, and inventory controls were not conducted since
testing in these areas is conducted during Legislative Audit Division
financial-compliance audits of the Montana Historical Society.

Compliance

No compliance concerns were identified during the course of this
audit. However, we do believe statutory changes are needed to
improve site management. Details on this issue are discussed in
Chapters III and IV.

Report Organization

The remainder of this report is organized into three chapters.
Chapter II provides general background information on the
Commission and site operations. Conclusions and recommendations
addressing legislative intent are outlined in Chapter III. Chapter IV
discusses proposed management structure changes.
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Introduction

Charles and Sue Bovey of Great Falls, Montana, first visited Virginia
City, Montana in 1944. They began buying dilapidated town
buildings in the mid-1940s. Charles Bovey reconstructed some
buildings using vintage materials, and others he stabilized or restored
to resemble buildings long disappeared. Bovey also constructed new
buildings to accommodate tourists. The Boveys amassed an
extensive collection of antiques and Western artifacts on the site.
Their operations soon spilled over into Virginia City’s sister gold
camp, Nevada City which they had also acquired. At that site,
endangered buildings were moved in from across the state. In 1961,
Virginia City was designated a National Historic Landmark, and in
1976, it was listed in the National Register of Historic Places.
On April 23, 1997, the Montana legislature authorized the purchase
of the Bovey properties in Virginia City and Nevada City for $6.5
million ($5 million for the artifacts and $1.5 million for the buildings
and land). The purchase was finalized in May 1997, resulting in
state ownership of about half the historic structures in Virginia City
and all of Nevada City. These acquisitions were purchased with
money from the Cultural and Aesthetic Trust Fund ($3,912,500) and
with proceeds from the sale of general obligation bonds
($3,912,500). Additional moneys were provided for start up and
operational costs.
The Montana History Foundation (the Foundation) was instrumental
in negotiating purchase of the sites. This private, non-profit
foundation exists to promote, assist, and benefit the operations of the
Montana Historical Society (the Society). Therefore, when the
legislature approved purchase of the sites and the state became the
landowner, general oversight responsibilities for the properties and
artifacts were assigned to the Society. However, due to resource
limitations of the Society, the legislature also statutorily created the
Montana Heritage Preservation and Development Commission (the
Commission) to specifically direct site operations.
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Statutes also require approval for any additional acquisitions of real
property be submitted to the Montana Board of Land
Commissioners. Consequently, there are three governing bodies for
the state -owned portions of Virginia City and Nevada City: the
Board of Land Commissioners is responsible for lands purchased;
the Historical Society is responsible for artifacts and historical
management; and the Commission is responsible for day-to-day
operation of the sites.

What Did the State Buy?

When acquired by the state, most of the sites’ historic buildings and
artifacts were at serious risk due to neglect and decay. In addition,
the operations were lacking basic necessities. For example, public
restrooms and a central visitor center were not available. Public
water and sewer systems were in serious need of upgrading.
Purchased artifacts including clothing, furniture, books, etc. were
scattered throughout the sites in unsecured, and often unprotected,
locations.
The operations include 20 concessions and three liquor licenses.
Existing site concessions included motels, live theaters, retail
operations, a bakery, restaurants, and saloons. The following picture
displays a general map of Virginia City, which includes both stateowned and privately owned sites.
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Figure 1
Virginia City Site

Source: Virginia City Chamber of Commerce website.
Prior to purchase of the properties, the Montana Historical Society
and the Foundation had an appraisal done to identify buildings and
articles for purchase. According to that appraisal the state
purchased:
160 acres in 42 unconnected parcels
248 buildings
2 functional hotels, 2 dilapidated hotels
10 retail operations
2 restaurants
2 live theaters
6 rental houses
1.5 miles of railroad track
1 gas powered train engine
1 steam engine, 1 diesel engine
20 railroad cars
1 steam powered tractor
1 dredge line
3 liquor licenses
16 motor vehicles
93 horse-drawn or non-motorized vehicles
500,000 to 1,000,000 artifacts
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Some discrepancies and inconsistencies were noted in the details of
this original appraisal. Therefore, specific details on the number of
and actual items purchased have never been confirmed through an
inventory process.

What Are the Visitor
Attractions?

One of the primary visitor experiences is to walk around a historic
mining town setting and examine the various buildings and artifacts.
Several walking tours and brochures have been developed for the
visitor to use. Other visitor attractions include an opportunity to ride
a steam train, listen to antique music machines, and purchase historic
souvenirs. Two of the more popular attractions include live evening
theater productions, which are housed in two of the historic
buildings. Rides on a stagecoach and a 1941 fire engine are also
available. The following pictures illustrate some of these attractions.

Figure 2
Visitor Attractions

Source: Virginia City Chamber of Commerce website.
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What is the Commission?

The Montana Heritage Preservation and Development Commission
was established primarily to manage the Virginia City and Nevada
City sites. The Commission was attached to the Montana Historical
Society for administrative purposes and consists of 14 members.
According to statute, the Governor appoints nine members, the
President of the Senate appoints one member, and the Speaker of the
House appoints one member. The directors of the Montana
Historical Society, the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, and
the Department of Commerce are also designated members. Of the
members appointed by the Governor:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Commission Staff

One member must have extensive experience in managing
facilities that cater to the needs of tourists.
One member must have experience in community planning.
One member must have experience in historic preservation.
Two members must have broad experience in business.
One member must be a member of the Tourism Advisory
Council.
One member must be a Montana historian; and
Two members must be from the public at large.

The Commission employs an executive director who has general
responsibility for:
4 Selecting and managing commission staff.
4 Developing recommendations for the purchase of property.
4 Overseeing the management of acquired property.
The Commission prescribes the duties and annual salary of the
executive director and other commission staff. There are currently
14 full-time employees and 14 seasonal employees who account for
a total of 18.97 FTE. Staff includes a museum technician,
preservation specialists, laborers, maintenance staff, and volunteer
coordinators. The following table lists the various site positions, the
number of FTE in each position, and projected salary costs for those
positions in this calendar year.
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Table 1
Commission Staff Titles and Projected Salary Costs For CY 2003
Staff Title
Executive Director
Business/Marketing Mgr.
Volunteer Coordinator
Accounting Tech
Operations Assistant
Office Assistant
Gate Keepers
Railroad Workers
Visitor Center Workers
Gift Store Workers
Curators
Operations Chief
Maintenance Workers
Lead Preservation Specialist
Preservation Specialists
Cleaning Person/Laborer
Museum Technician
Totals

Number of FTE
1
1
.5
1
1
.5
.99
.99
.5
.5
2
1
2
1
3
1
1
18.98

Approximate Salary Ranges
for Each Position
$78,000
$37,000
$11,000
$25,000
$23,500
$8,500
$14,000
$14,000
$ 7,000
$ 7,000
$30,000-$31,000
$33,000
$24,000-30,000
$36,000
$30,000-36,000
$7,000-8,000
$24,000

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from Commission records.

Stakeholders Are Varied
and Wide-Ranging

The number of interested groups and stakeholders involved with
Virginia City and Nevada City adds to the complexity of site
management. In addition to the Society and Commission, groups
who provide input on operations include:
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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Virginia City Town Council and Four Advisory Committees
Virginia City Chamber of Commerce
Virginia City Preservation Alliance
Madison County Commissioners
Governor’s Office
Private concessionaires
Montana History Foundation
State Historic Preservation Office
Bureau of Land Management
National Park Service
Tourism Advisory Council

Chapter II - Background
Local stakeholder input is critical since operations are part of an
incorporated town which is also the county seat. Local funding
support also relies upon a resort tax which is partially generated from
state tourism operations. Currently the resort tax provides
approximately $60,000 a year to the local government.
Several of the noted groups signed a “Vision Document” delineating
areas of agreement among the different stakeholders. In all, the
Commission stated it coordinates with 23 groups for the operations
of Virginia City and Nevada City.

Funding Sources - Past
and Present

In the past six years, funding for the sites has been provided from
numerous sources, both public and private. Over $16 million from
these combined sources have been expended to purchase, preserve,
operate, and improve the two sites. The following table shows the
funding sources for acquisition and operation of Virginia City and
Nevada City.
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Table 2
Virginia City and Nevada City Funding Sources
Source
State Sources
Original State Appropriations
Accommodation Tax
Tourism Advisory Council
State Weed Board
Gold West Country
Building Appraisal
Travel Montana Film Office

Amount
$9,400,000
2,400,000
43,000
4,000
10,125
10,000
45,000

Federal Sources
National Park Service Grant
Save America’s Treasures Grant

1,000,000
300,000

Private Sources
Cremona Grant
Locomotive #12
RR Track Rebuild
McFarland Curatorial Center
Site Revenues

10,000
800,000
682,000
1,180,000
1,103,399

GRAND TOTAL

$16,987,524

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from
Commission records.

Site Revenues
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Due to the remote location and long winters of Virginia City and
Nevada City, the tourist season for the sites is primarily limited to a
three-month window (June through August) with some activity
during the Christmas season. Despite these limitations, earned
revenues have been increasing over the past six years. Annual
revenues are now approximately $300,000. The following chart
illustrates revenues for the past six years.

Chapter II - Background
Figure 3
Virginia City and Nevada City Site Revenues
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Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from
Commission records.

The majority of revenues come from ticket sales, concessionaires,
and the railroad. Ticket sales are primarily revenues from visitation
to Nevada City. Concessionaire income is generated through
rent/lease agreements and profit sharing. Railroad revenues are
generally created through ride ticket sales. Overall, generated
revenues equate to approximately one third of operational expenses.

Site Operational Expenses

Overall, operational expenses have fluctuated in the past six years,
depending on availability of funding and operational changes. Total
expenditures were approximately $760,000 in FY 1999, $840,000 in
FY 2000 and $1.2 million for both FY 2001 and FY 2002.
Expenditures may continue to fluctuate as funding sources change.
The majority of site expenses are staff salaries and benefits
(approximately $650,000). Salary expenditures for the sites have
increased significantly in the past two years due to the infusion of
National Park Service funding support. Five FTE were supported
through a one-time Parks Service grant. Grant funding is scheduled
to end within the next year; therefore FTE levels and associated
expenses will be reduced as funding is depleted. Staff salary
expenditures in FY 2000 (prior to the grant) were approximately
$300,000.
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Commission expenses are tracked separately from operations and are
approximately $200,000 a year. These expenses include Helena
staff, related office expenses, and travel costs.
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Chapter III - Are Operations Meeting
Legislative Intent?
Introduction

After the initial purchase of the sites in 1997, the 55th Legislature
established the Montana Heritage Preservation and Development
Commission (the Commission) and specific site management
directives. Legislative expectations outlined in statutes noted that
acquired properties must demonstrate the ability to become
economically self-supporting and management activities must be
undertaken to encourage the profitable operation of the properties.
The legislature also included in statute its intent that no General
Fund money be provided for operation and maintenance of the sites.
Site profits must be reinvested in the properties and any portion of
those profits not used for this purpose shall be deposited in the
Cultural and Aesthetic Trust account until the balance of that account
reaches $7,750,000. All these requirements are directed at operating
the purchased sites in a business-like manner and ensuring the sites
become self-supporting. We examined management actions taken to
comply with these requirements. This chapter discusses our findings
related to whether operations are meeting legislative intent.

Do the Sites Demonstrate
Ability to Become
Economically SelfSupporting?

To examine the mandated economic self-sufficiency of these sites,
we reviewed revenue and expenditure trends for the past six years.
We also discussed the feasibility of increased profitability with
officials at similar sites in other states and reviewed professional
industry reports/journals. Information from site purchase documents
and Commission studies was also utilized. Based on our review, we
believe economic self-sufficiency for Virginia City and Nevada City
is doubtful for several reasons.

Site Revenues Will Not Fully
Fund Operations

As noted in Chapter II, revenues have increased since the state took
ownership. Site revenues have averaged $221,947 (ranging from 22
to 44 percent of site expenditures) for the past four years. However,
even with the increases, operational expenditures cannot be fully met
with just these revenues. Current operational costs average
approximately $1 million annually. Also, the ability to generate
additional increases in revenues appears to be limited. As mentioned
in Chapter II, the tourist season is short (three months) due to the
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winter climate at Virginia City and Nevada City. Basic tourist
amenities such as gas stations, grocery stores, and modern lodging
facilities are also not available in either city. Therefore, attracting
additional tourist traffic and extending tourist stays at the sites is
limited.
Due to these limitations, the Commission must rely upon bed tax
support ($400,000/year) to help fund operations. Although this
funding support is currently mandated through fiscal year 2007, it is
clear site operations would have to be significantly scaled back
without this support. Staffing levels, marketing efforts, and visitor
services could not be maintained at their current levels. Current
salary expenses are over $600,000 annually. Generated revenues do
not even fund those basic expenses, let alone other operating costs
such as advertising, consulting fees, etc. Infrastructure needs,
preservation efforts, and ongoing maintenance also could not occur
at the projected levels if the additional funding support was no longer
in place. Projected repairs and maintenance ($30,000 per year) and
basic interpretation/education ($30,000 per year) could not be
completed.
Legislative Intent May Not
Be Realistic for These Sites

When negotiating purchase of the sites, limited information was
available on the extent of preservation and stabilization needed, as
well as ongoing maintenance needs. In addition, the state had not
previously operated sites such as these. Therefore, projected
financial needs and operational expenses could not initially be
accurately projected.
In general, we found historical sites are not self-supporting.
Nationally, state parks and museums typically only cover 30 percent
of their operating costs with their revenues. This trend also holds
true for the Virginia City and Nevada City sites with a range from 22
to 40 percent.
Interviews with legislators and related parties who were involved in
the initial purchase indicated the expectation was the sites would
generate revenues to cover operating expenses. As noted earlier,
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these sites were in a state of decay and numerous buildings were
unstable. According to site officials and officials in other states, there
will be continued decay and reduced tourist visitation if efforts are
not continued to provide financial support to site operations.
Interviews with Fire Marshall and Building Code officials also
indicate ongoing upgrades and improvements are needed just to
maintain general safety standards.
Conclusion: Sites Are Not
Going to be Self-Sufficient

The previous owner (Bovey) did not specifically operate these sites
for profit or to ensure accumulations of moneys for long-term
stabilization and preservation. To be self-supporting, revenues
would have to cover both operating costs as well as building
stabilization and artifact preservation costs. Currently the statutes
indicate General Fund money will not be provided for the operation
and maintenance of the sites. But there are no specific restrictions on
continued support from other sources including the bed tax.
Although bed tax support is mandated to end in fiscal year 2007, we
believe the legislature should re-evaluate their intent in this area.
After six years of operation, the legislature now has more
information available to make informed decisions.
Conclusion:
4 The sites and operations are not going to be self -sufficient.
4 Long-term financial support will be needed.

What Type of Business
Controls Should be in
Place?

Section 22-3-1003(1)(f), MCA, states “management activities must
be undertaken to encourage the profitable operation of properties.”
To examine this area, we reviewed the types of business-like controls
developed by the Commission to direct activities. An effective
system of business and management controls includes the following:
4 A system for measuring program activities against
goals/objectives.
4 Established administrative processes/policies to direct staff.
4 Comprehensive performance information for program managers.
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4 Staffing controls to assure staff accountability and performance.
4 Systems for obtaining feedback and taking corrective action as
needed.
4 Effective allocation of resources to assure strong program
performance.
4 Established system of fiscal controls.
Commission Has Solicited
Various Studies
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When the state took over ownership of the sites, they were in a
serious state of disrepair and immediate action was needed to
provide basic stability. Extensive planning was needed to direct
operations toward economic self-sufficiency as statutorily directed.
To address these problems, the Commission requested various
studies and plans from a wide variety of sources. These studies
addressed a wide range of topics including marketing, building
prioritization, stewardship, etc. But the major emphasis of these
studies focused on site management and directing activities toward
increased economic self-sufficiency. We used these studies as
criteria or benchmarks for highlighting priority areas/controls for
Virginia City and Nevada City operations. In general, these studies
recommended developing a system of controls to direct Virginia City
and Nevada City operations. The following table highlights the
various Commission studies used and which controls were
recommended in each.
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Table 3
Controls Recommended by Commission Plans/Studies

Suggested Commission
Control
Establish Curator
Performance goals
*Hire Professional Staff
Capital Development Plan
*Criteria for Acquisitions
Hire On-site Manager
Concession Guidelines
Personnel Management
Annual Building Inspection
Monitor Plan Progress
Improve Accountability
Improve Asset Control
Operate as Corporation
Enhance Visitor Service
Establish Foundation

Governance
Plan

Six-Year
Business Plan

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

Preservation &
Interpretation
Plan

Strategic
Plan

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*Controls Implemented by the Commission

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division from Commission records.
Are There Business Controls
in Place to Encourage
Profitability?

Overall, we found these suggested controls have not been
implemented. This is illustrated in several ways:
4 A full-time on-site manager position has not been created to
ensure consistency and accountability in day-to-day operations
as recommended in the Commission’s Preservation and
Interpretation Strategy.
4 Without curator performance goals, only 4,000 artifacts (with
500,000 to 1,000,000 estimated) have been formally entered on
the Commission’s database in six years. Inventory issues
relating to resource support, staff priorities, and site maintenance
cannot be resolved. Projections from Commission staff range
from 3 to 217 years to complete the inventory.
4 Development of staff controls has been limited. No performance
appraisals and limited review of staff productivity illustrate a
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general lack of management emphasis. Personnel management
is addressed in all the management plans developed for the
Commission.
4 Commission management plans stress visitor stays and
satisfaction. However, visitor service enhancement has not been
an area of management focus. A visitor satisfaction study
completed in 1999 indicated most visitors stay at the sites for
less than 30 minutes.
4 Although numerous plans/reports/studies have been completed,
no systematic approach for following through on
recommendations or study areas has been developed.
Monitoring plan progress was suggested in all plans noted in
Table 3.
4 Funding estimates presented to Montana’s congressional
delegation do not correspond with planned priorities. The
Commission is estimating approximately $22 million is needed
to meet capital needs. The following table outlines their request.

Table 4
Commission-Projected Capital Needs
(Virginia and Nevada Cities)
CAPITAL NEEDS
$50,000/building x 248 buildings
20 railroad cars x $150,000/car
200,000 artifacts x $20/artifact
Public restrooms
Sewer hookups
Maintenance buildings
Wagon barn
Rewire outdated electrical service
Visitor center
TOTAL

Source: Heritage Commission Records.
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PROJECTED
COSTS
$ 12,400,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
120,000
220,000
480,000
65,000
750,000
1,000,000
$ 22,035,000
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Inconsistencies between funding requests and planned priorities
include:

ü Rehabilitating railroad cars when there is only 1.5 miles of
track with no planned track expansions.

ü Projecting $50,000 per building for 248 buildings rather than
focusing on the 12 buildings designated as historic priorities.
And there is no completed inventory of building needs.

ü A maintenance building of $480,000 requested with no
formally developed maintenance plan.
4 Concessionaire management is still evolving and it is unclear
who has direct responsibility in this area. Interviews with
concessionaires noted frustration with the lack of state
management and inconsistencies with operations. Concession
maintenance is assigned to maintenance staff, and contract
renewal duties are addressed by either the executive director, the
business/marketing manager, or contracted legal staff. No formal
system is in place to track maintenance requests, concession
complaints, or contract renewal issues. Without an on-site
manager, concessionaires are unclear whom to approach with
problems or questions on a daily basis.
4 Staffing allocations have not been formalized or examined to
assure resources are devoted to key areas. All plans/studies have
discussions and recommendations directed at developing on-site
management, interpretative staff, and fundraising/development
staff.
Conclusion: Business
Controls Need To Be
Implemented

As one commissioner suggested, “the project has matured and it is
time for the management system to mature with it.” In general,
interviews with stakeholders and review of Commission minutes
suggested limitations with current site management. A 14-member
commission that meets four times a year has difficulty providing the
hands-on attention sites as dynamic and complex as these require.
Several steps are needed to assure compliance with legislative intent
as well as to improve/strengthen Virginia City and Nevada City
business controls. These steps are discussed below.

Develop Staffing Controls

The Commission has not developed or initiated staffing controls to
manage and direct site staff. Currently, the executive director
generally visits the sites once a week to conduct staff meetings and
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resolve site issues. At best, this creates a limited management
approach for on-site staff. Without comprehensive controls in place,
it is difficult to monitor progress on designated priorities as well as
ensure staff accountability. Staff accountability questions were
raised in several areas.
4 Review of preservation work reports indicate preservation
specialists are regularly “loaned” to maintenance projects. It is
unclear whether this “loaning” is appropriate in light of the
considerable workload in both areas.
4 Currently there are three maintenance staff as well as a laborer
and a cleaning person projected for the calendar year 2003
budget. However, concession owners noted maintenance
support is not provided on a regular basis or in a timely manner.
4 Preservation staff are “contracting out” with other states (went to
Alaska in August 2002) to complete preservation projects despite
a growing list of Virginia City workload priorities.
4 Lack of visitor services (restrooms, signs, tours, and materials)
and interpretative staff were issues constantly raised during audit
interviews with stakeholders as well as in the various studies
completed for the Commission.
4 Although the Commission’s Preservation and Interpretation
Strategy Plan outlines several strategies/priorities for staff
allocations, we found actual staff allocations do not address those
identified areas. Despite interviews with concessionaires,
Commission members, and on-site staff who all promote the
development of an on-site manager position, changes have not
been made to address this area in the six years of operation.
Other recommended staff positions such as interpretation
specialists and development positions have also not been
developed.
4 We reviewed job duties by examining job descriptions, observing
staff activities, and reviewing staff reports. We found staff duties
and responsibilities are not always reflected in job descriptions,
nor do they correspond with critical workload areas. For
example, although two curators are employed, only one of those
staff is actually performing curatorial responsibilities, a critical
workload area according to Commission documents. Actual job
duties performed by staff in the other curator position are more
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closely related to visitor tours, graphic art, and railroad
operations.
Summary

Recommendations for developing and strengthening personnel
management were suggested in several Commission studies. We
believe steps should be taken to reallocate staff to more directly
address the recommendations/strategies outlined in the site strategic
business plan and address priority areas. In addition, strong business
controls dictate formal methods for directing and managing staff.
We believe steps should be taken to develop these controls for the
Virginia City and Nevada City sites.
Recommendation #1
We recommend the Commission develop a system of staffing
controls and allocate staff to assure priority workload areas are
addressed.

Consolidate Property
Ownership and
Management

One of the frustrating concerns voiced by stakeholders is the
confusion associated with the current management structure of
having two separate administering entities. The Montana Historical
Society provides direct ownership responsibilities for the stateowned artifacts and buildings, while the Commission is responsible
for managing those properties and artifacts. This has created
overlaps and conflicts resulting in ongoing legal questions and
impacting the ability to make site development/management
decisions. For example, the Commission cannot sell items or loan
artifacts without approval from the Society’s Board of Trustees. Due
to this confusion and controversy over artifact control, eighteen legal
opinions have been drafted on various topics such as requirements
for land exchanges, ownership of artifacts not specifically listed on
inventories, future acquisitions, etc. Although the legislature
directed management of the sites be conducted in a business-like
manner, this dual management structure makes it difficult to
consistently administer. To assure management has flexibility to
maximize economic returns and have direct oversight of resources,
ownership and management responsibilities should be consolidated
into one administering/managing entity.
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Recommendation #2
We recommend the legislature transfer ownership and
management of all artifacts and real property to one managing
entity.
Prioritize Artifact
Management

Based on stakeholder interviews, another frustrating aspect of site
management has been completion of an accurate and updated artifact
inventory. Due to the critical condition of some of the buildings,
preservation and stabilization for buildings was the first priority for
the Commission. As a result, limited resources have been available
for completing and updating the inventory of site artifacts. The
Commission reports only 4,000 of the approximate 500,000 to
1,000,000 artifacts have actually been inventoried and catalogued on
their current curatorial system. The State of Montana still does not
know what is owned at the sites. And as noted in the previous
section, there are ongoing questions about who has authority to make
decisions relating to artifact control. Examples of unresolved artifact
issues include:
4 Some artifacts may not be historical to the Virginia City or
Nevada City sites or are duplicates of certain items already
owned. These types of artifacts could be considered for “deaccession” and sale to generate revenue.
4 Since railroad operations are not historic to these sites, should
the Commission rehabilitate railroad cars or should those
artifacts be sold to generate revenues?
4 Should the Commission be purchasing additional artifacts? The
Commission invested $10,000 in a collection of household items
for Frontier House tours. This purchase included 3,000 items of
household furnishings, clothing, tools, cooking utensils, personal
care items, and farming equipment. Some items are
reproductions and others are authentic antiques. How these
items fit into the long-term picture of artifact management are
questions that have not been answered or planned for.
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4 The current artifact inventory process has incorporated artifact
preservation and stabilization measures. Although these
measures are critical steps that ultimately need to be taken,
completing those steps now has slowed the inventory process.
4 Minimal security at the sites has created a general concern over
artifact management. This concern is compounded by private
property in-holdings within the state sites and the fact that not
all artifacts have been identified.
4 Projected funding support has not materialized and additional
funding strategies have not been developed.
Until a more comprehensive inventory is completed, informed
decisions on artifact management cannot be made. It has been
suggested by various professionals and legislators that a completed
inventory be a site management priority. In addition,
recommendations and strategies for artifact management have been
outlined in the various management plans completed for the
Commission.
Recommendation #3
We recommend the Commission create an established,
foreseeable timeline and methods for completing the artifact
inventory.
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Would Improve Site Operations
Introduction

During the course of this audit, several options were raised by
stakeholders regarding changes needed in the management structure
for the sites. The most extreme option was a suggestion to auction
the sites off to eliminate the need for future funding support.
Overall, we found this does not appear to be a viable or popular
option. In reviewing documentation relating to the purchase of
these sites, we found pages and pages of supporters who provided a
$20 or a $50 check to ensure these sites were preserved. Interviews
with staff at the National Historic Trust, private foundations, auction
companies and other state parks directors also indicated these sites
are important to Montana’s cultural and historical preservation.
Therefore, we do not believe the entire site was purchased just for
specific purposes such as to make sure the barrel-vault was available
for the Capitol restoration (as suggested in some interviews) or just
to turn around and sell the sites off later. Other suggested options for
improving the management structure were evaluated and are
discussed below.

What Are Some
Management Options?

Montana Heritage Preservation and Development Commission
(Commission) members and other involved stakeholders outlined
four options for providing a future approach to site management.
Some commissioners believe the Montana Historical Society
(Society) should be removed from the current management structure
and the Commission should assume all responsibilities. Another
suggestion was made to dissolve the Commission. Subsequently, the
Society would assume all management responsibilities related to
Virginia City and Nevada City. A third suggestion was to move site
management to the Department of Commerce to provide a tie with
economic development and tourism. A fourth option suggested is
management by the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (FWP)
through the Parks Division.

How Feasible are the
Options?

Although we found the Commission was critical for providing input
on the initial planning and stabilization of the sites, our work
suggests its structure is not conducive to effective onsite, day-to-day
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oversight. The combined expertise provided by the 14-member
Commission has worked well for obtaining input on site assessment
and planning. However, this type of structure has limitations when
providing site management. We specifically examined each of the
following options to determine how existing controls compared to
suggested improvements for site management.
Option #1 – The
Commission

The Commission does not have the resources needed to operate
independently. General operations support such as
accounting/payroll, information systems, budget management, and
administrative systems are all currently provided through the
Society. The Commission does not appear to be in a financial
position now or in the immediate future to contract or hire their own
support in these critical areas.

Option #2 – The Historical
Society

As one of the smaller state agencies, Society management indicated
they do not currently have the systems and staff to perform on-site
management. Resources are not available for ongoing information
systems support, legal input, and land management. Due to its
current staffing allocation and budget constraints, it does not appear
the Society is equipped to adopt a more direct role in managing these
sites.

Option #3 – Department of
Commerce

The Department of Commerce has many of the same resource
limitations as the Society. Department management indicated
management systems and experience for operating at remote sites
and maintaining capital projects are not available. In addition, this
agency has no experience with historic preservation projects.
Marketing and tourism services are their primary management focus.

Option #4 – Parks Division

The general consensus of professionals in other states and local
stakeholders is the sites might be better served under a more
formalized management system. Interviews with parks managers in
other states recommended the site be managed as a state park. For
example, the site manager of Columbia State Park in California has
visited Virginia City and Nevada City and is familiar with its
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operations. He strongly suggested incorporating this site into the
FWP, Parks Division system to take advantage of controls and site
management as well as the opportunity to pool resources with
similar operations.
Which Option Provides
More Business-Like
Controls?

The various Commission plans and studies identified areas where
business/management controls are needed to strengthen Virginia City
and Nevada City operations. These areas include experience in land
and property management, developing administrative systems for
performing basic business tasks such as payroll/tax reporting,
procedures and structure for remote supervision of staff, information
systems for tracking and reporting activities, legal support,
experience and procedures for visitor services, and formal
maintenance capabilities. In reviewing the suggested management
options, we highlighted those options which provide an existing
framework of these controls. The following table highlights areas
where these controls exist in the suggested management options.
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Table 5
Existing Business/Management Controls
(suggested management options)
Control
Property
Management
Administrative
Systems
Remote Staff
Supervision
Information
Systems
Legal Support

Heritage
Commission

Department of
Commerce

X

Parks Division
(FWP)
X

(thru other
agency)

X

X

X
X

(thru other
agency)
(thru other
agency)

Visitor Services
Maintenance
Support
Technical
Historic Support

Historical
Society

(thru other
agency)
(thru other
agency)
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

(thru other
agency)

X

X

Source: Compiled by the Legislative Audit Division.
Based on this review, we believe the Parks Division has more
controls in place and experience to support this type of operation
than the other options.

How Would Site
Management Be
Strengthened by
Transferring to the Parks
Division?
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In a previous performance audit of the Parks Division (report
#00P-13), we evaluated the division’s operational controls. Overall,
we concluded the controls within the division result in strong fiscal
compliance, staff management, and program communication. Within
Montana, the Parks Division has experience in managing diverse
historic and cultural sites such as Bannack and Chief Plenty Coups
State Parks. Although these sites are not as complex and diverse as
Virginia City and Nevada City, the division has developed a
methodology for site management to assure a level of accountability
and consistency statewide. In addition, the Parks Division has
experience in concessionaire management and resources available
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for managing sites not available in a small agency such as the
Society. Supportive services such as legal, information systems,
construction/design, and land agents are all available for state parks
use. The suggested controls needed for Virginia City and Nevada
City are currently utilized at state park operations. We believe there
are specific areas at Virginia City and Nevada City where the Parks
Division could provide strong oversight and management.
Historic Collections
Oversight

Although consolidation and transfer of property and artifact
ownership is critical from a management efficiency point of view,
the Parks Division has limited access to or expertise in the area of
historic collections. Concerns and questions relating to artifact
management were specifically raised. Sections 22-3-423 and
22-3-424, MCA, assign duties of the state’s historic preservation
officer and state agencies, including FWP, in relation to preservation
of historical properties. Steps and processes are outlined in these
statutes to ensure the protection and preservation of those properties
for any new management structure.

Concession Management

As mentioned in Chapter II, purchase of these two sites included
various concession operations. These concession operations
currently include a bakery, restaurants, a saloon, and lodging
businesses. Concession businesses are key to the visitor experience
at the sites. Visitor dissatisfaction in this area could have direct
economic impacts to both the state and city operations as well as the
private enterprises in Virginia City. We believe changes taken in
strengthening on-site management and formalizing business controls
will help improve the relationship with concessionaires and nurture
their role within the sites. The Parks Division has experience and
controls in place to address this area.

Reeder's Alley

In line with its current statutory responsibilities, the Montana Board
of Land Commissioners has accepted ownership of one other
property of significant value: Reeder’s Alley in Helena.
Management responsibilities have been assigned to the Commission.
These responsibilities can be re-assigned. As with the other
properties of the Commission, the legislature could consider a
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transfer to the Parks Division to assure a clear line of authority for
site management decisions. Interviews with Society and Parks
Division management staff indicated there are various options for
managing these sites.
Conclusion: Management
Structure Could Be
Strengthened

We believe a transfer of Virginia City and Nevada City management
to the Parks Division warrants legislative consideration for several
reasons including:
4 No other government operation appears to have a site
management system that is as comprehensive and compatible.
4 Stakeholders are frustrated with the current lack of
structure/business approach.
4 Similar operations across the nation are operated as state parks.
4 Operations will likely become more effective in addressing
planned development and preservation goals.
A transfer in management responsibilities would clarify the current
dual management roles and streamline state governance of these
historical sites. Management staff within the FWP and the Society
has indicated a willingness to support this transfer and change in
management structure.
Recommendation #4
We recommend the legislature take actions necessary to
transfer management of Virginia City and Nevada City historic
sites to the Parks Division within the Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks.

Future Role of the
Commission
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Based on our interpretation of legislative intent, the general purpose
of the Commission is to provide a statewide tourism and business
perspective to Virginia City and Nevada City site operations. In this
capacity the Commission has participated in and overseen important
program development and planning activities. Although limited in
their ability to provide direct onsite management, we believe there is
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a continued need to provide this type of input in the future. Specific
areas of Commission expertise will be needed as ongoing changes
and development at the sites occur.
Commission Role Should be
Changed

We believe the future role of the Commission should change to adopt
a structure similar to an advisory council or a private foundation.
The Commission would not be responsible for day-to-day oversight
or staff supervision but would focus on general site development and
financial support. Current statutes could be amended to designate
powers and duties of the Commission similar to those for an advisory
council (section 2-15-122, MCA) or a foundation. These powers
could include the following:
4 Establish fundraising goals and strategies.
4 Establish accounts for site support.
4 Establish priorities and financial principles for trust management.
4 Recommend collection/artifact priorities.
4 Report to the Governor and legislature biennially with
suggestions and recommendations for improvement of the sites
and its operations.

Consider Changing
Commission Membership

In addition to changing the Commission’s role and responsibilities, it
may also be necessary to change the current make-up of the
Commission.
Under current statutes, section 23-3-1002(2), MCA, the Commission
must have representation in key areas including:
4
4
4
4
4
4

Managing facilities that cater to the needs of tourists.
Community planning.
Historic preservation and interpretation.
Broad experience in business.
A member of the tourism advisory council.
A Montana historian.
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Although we believe this type of advisory expertise will still be
needed in the future, we also believe changes should be considered.
For example, it may no longer be necessary to have representation
from all the currently designated state agencies which include
Department of Commerce, the Society, and FWP. With onsite
management responsibilities assigned within one state agency, some
representatives may no longer be needed. The legislature may want
to consider changing the makeup of the Commission to incorporate
other critical expertise such as a local business representative, a
concession representative, and/or local legislative representatives.
Summary

Overall, we believe the duties of the Commission should be changed.
The members should act as consultants to the Parks Division in
managing these sites. Statutes should be amended to clarify its role
as an advisory resource attached to the Department of Fish, Wildlife,
and Parks. Other more specific site management responsibilities
currently outlined in the law would no longer be needed.
Recommendation #5
We recommend the legislature take action to attach the
Montana Heritage Preservation and Development Commission
to the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks and use the
professional expertise of the members in an advisory capacity.
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